Financial chains in financialized economies:
the role of central banks
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This poster aims to provide a simplified graphic model of
a circulation of finance in a financialized economy. It first
reviews three existing models of financial flows
(mainstream, post-Keynesian and Marxist models)
highlighting their strengths and weaknesses. Moving
beyond these models, the poster then outlines a model
based on the concept of ‘financial chains’. This model
captures the interconnectedness (via financial chains) of
main economic players – firms, banks, households,
financial markets, and the state – and their relative
position in the system. In addition to this, the model
highlights the pivotal role of the central bank in
sustaining the financialized economy (an aspect often
overlooked by the financialisation literature). This role
has been further highlighted by the extraordinary
monetary operations that central banks around the
world undertook during the Covid-19 pandemic. Spatial
manifestations of these monetary interventions remain
unclear and require urgent attention of economic and
financial geographers.
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has been largely severed (see the broken lines), and it is the dynamics
of the bank/financial markets axis (highlighted in the shaded gray area)
that has taken center stage. While the traditional link between firms and
households has not changed in terms of generating income and being on
the receiving end of household consumption expenditures, the practical
disappearance of household saving and the ever growing household indebtedness has fueled the expansion of speculative derivatives because
of the demand arising from the growing savings of the nonfinancial
corporate sector. Hence, owing to the corporate sector’s position as net
lender, rentier speculative behavior (that Keynes had so vehemently
criticized in the General Theory) has slowly prevailed in the financial
sector and has probably been the largest impetus in pushing this financialization frenzy into hyperdrive over the past decade. It is, therefore,
in large part due to the growing proportion of corporate saving that has
been directed toward speculative ventures in a way that household and
even, say, group pension funds would be less likely to do, owing to legal
restrictions imposed on portfolio managers regarding the risk structure
of their portfolio of pension assets.
It was Minsky (1986, p. 256) who argued vigorously that banks are
not passive managers of household savings but are, instead, in the business of making profit by actively seeking creditworthy borrowers, in this
case in the household sector (see heavy dark line going from banks to
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Financial chains:
1: labour value / wages;
2: household consumption;
3: household taxes / welfare provision;
4: household financial investments / returns;
5: household investment in real estate / returns;
6: household savings / returns
7: household borrowing / repayments
8: firm savings / returns
9: firm borrowing / repayments
10: corporate taxes / state subsidies
11: firm borrowing on financial markets / repayments (and financial investments / returns)
12: firm investment in real estate / returns
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13: financial market investments in real estate / returns
14: bank investment in real estate / returns
15: government borrowing from banks / repayments
16: government investment in financial markets via sovereign wealth funds (SWF) / returns
17: government borrowing from financial markets / repayments
18: bank investments in financial markets / returns
19: bank borrowing from financial markets / repayments
20: central bank lending to the government / repayments (or direct monetary financing)
21: central bank lending to banks / repayments; lender of last resort (LOLR)
22: central bank interventions in financial markets; market maker of last resort (MMLR)
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